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of Rennes, out-Veuilloting Veuillot, compared him to Saint
Louis,
It is hardly necessary to remind the reader that the Orsini
plot, far from finally throwing Napoleon back into the arms
of the Church, had the paradoxical result of making him
definitely throw in his lot with the cause of Italian unity, to
which cause he was prepared to sacrifice the temporal power
of the Papacy. Like a thunderclap came, in the early weeks of
1859, the studied insults to Austria, the semi-official denuncia-
tion of Papal and Austrian tyranny in Italy and the final
announcement of the Italian expedition. The Imperial Minister
refused to give in Parliament any guarantee that Papal inde-
pendence would be respected. Within the next twelve months
the Emperor had apparently done nearly all he could to create
a breach between himself and Rome, while the clerical party
could not find terms violent enough in which to denounce the
apostasy of this new Judas. Ultramontanes and Liberals seemed
temporarily reconciled ; Lacordaire came out of his retirement
with a strongly worded plea for the temporal power of the Holy
See; Dupanloup, Falloux, Montalembert and Broglie turned
the columns of the Correspondant into another Unher^ less the
intemperance of language. The Government tried to repress
this opposition, but in vain; it may in fact truly be said that
Napoleon might as well have gone the whole way, recalled
the French troops from Rome and let the Italians occupy their
age-long capital, thus making 1860 anticipate 1870: the
hostility of the Catholics could scarcely have been greater; he
would have won over a large section of the growing Radical
anti-clerical opposition and secured the lasting friendship and
gratitude of the new Italian kingdom.
Napoleon III. was, however, always a man of half-measures,
the Laodicean par excellence. Fearing the establishment in
Italy of a republic, that might have encouraged in France
sympathies awkward for the Imperial regime, he bowed before
a clerical storm that the suspension of Renan from his chair
at the College de France1 had not sufficed to allay; after
many hesitations and negotiations, complicated by the death of
1 For denial of the divinity of Christ (February 1862).
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